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S U M M A R Y
A local seismic magnitude scale, MLP, has been developed for the United Kingdom
(UK) using automated measurements of 8902 half peak-to-peak vertical component seismic
P-wave displacement amplitudes from 630 earthquakes. The measurement time window in-
creases with source-to-receiver range such that MLP is sensitive to the dominant phase within
the P-wavetrain at a given distance. To avoid contamination due to low-frequency noise, the
P-wave amplitude measurements are made in the 1.5–30 Hz passband. A least-squares inver-
sion was undertaken to estimate source size, distance and station effects. The distance effect
values suggest that P-wave amplitude attenuation across the UK is low when compared to other
tectonically stable regions. The station effects are broadly consistent with UK geology, with
signal amplification observed within the sediments towards the south-east of the country. MLP

has been tied to the UK local magnitude scale routinely estimated by the British Geological
Survey (BGS, determined using S waves, and here denoted MLBGS). For earthquakes with
MLBGS > 3, MLP exhibits a closer correspondence to the moment magnitude than MLBGS

(i.e. MLP≈Mw). It is tentatively suggested that this reduction in bias is caused by the P-wave
scale being less affected by along-path attenuation. The difference with respect to physical
source scaling helps explain the divergence of the MLBGS and MLP scales at ML > 3. MLP

allows a robust estimate of event size to be made for small events which predominantly gen-
erate P waves, for example, near-surface explosions. MLP values have been calculated for
239 explosive events, mostly mining blasts and munitions disposal. Although there is signifi-
cant scatter, explosive events exhibit elevated MLP values compared to MLBGS, consistent with
explosions generating proportionally more compressional wave energy than earthquakes. For
example, 33 explosions at sea exhibit a median MLP–MLBGS value of 0.50 mag units. Despite
its sensitivity to P-wave amplitude, MLP is not a more consistent estimator of explosive source
size than MLBGS; the magnitude residuals (station estimate − event estimate) are slightly less
for MLBGS compared to MLP. This is primarily due to variability of the P-wave amplitudes that
cannot be explained by a 1-D distance correction. MLP should be considered as an additional
tool for characterizing small seismic events within the UK.

Key words: Body waves; Earthquake source observations; Site effects.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Seismic magnitude scales, based on measurements of signal am-
plitudes, provide an easy-to-calculate measure of relative seismic
event size. Despite the difficulties in relating local seismic mag-
nitude scales to physical measures of source size (e.g. Deichmann
2006, 2017; Dost et al. 2018), magnitudes remain relevant as they
provide continuity with past measurements.

Local magnitude procedures most often utilize measurements of
the maximum amplitude signal arrival in a given passband (e.g.
Richter 1935). For earthquakes this is usually, depending on propa-
gation distance, the S or Lg arrival. However, for explosive sources

the P wave often contains the highest amplitude arrival at local
distances. For example, P-wave arrivals exhibited the largest am-
plitudes within the seismic wavetrain out to distances of at least
240 km from a UK oil depot explosion (Ottemöller and Evers 2008).
Local magnitude calculation procedures which rely on maximum
amplitude measures across a seismometer network may therefore
utilize a mixture of phases, especially for explosive events.

Given that local magnitude procedures are likely to have been
constructed using S- and Lg-wave amplitudes from earthquakes,
these magnitude scales have amplitude decay terms that reflect
S-wave attenuation and station-specific terms that reflect near re-
ceiver S-wave responses. In this paper seismic data collected by the
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British Geological Survey (BGS) is used to construct a magnitude
scale, MLP, that incorporates only P-wave amplitude measurements.
The results are compared to the local magnitude scale, here denoted
MLBGS, routinely used by the BGS when describing seismic event
sizes in the United Kingdom (UK, Ottemöller & Sargeant 2013).
The aims of constructing the MLP scale are twofold: (1) to test
the hypothesis that measuring P-wave amplitudes will produce a
reliable measure of source size, and (2) to construct a scale that
will be applicable for the analysis of small near-surface explosions
for which P-wave arrivals dominate recordings across a local (or
near-regional) network.

2 DATA S E T

Earthquake recordings held in the BGS seismic waveform database,
spanning the time period 1990–2015 inclusive, were used to develop
the MLP magnitude scale. Only earthquake signals were used in
the inversion for the MLP scale parameters, and the results of the
inversion were subsequently tested using a small set of explosively
generated signals to determine whether MLP exhibits any power to
discriminate between different source types. These two data sets are
described below.

Signals used within the MLP inversion were generated by earth-
quakes that predominantly occurred within the mid-crust, with the
distribution of depths having a median value of 7.7 km (and 5th/95th

percentile depths of 1.5 and 22 km, respectively). The observations
were made across regional stations that the BGS utilize in their
monitoring operations. These stations include the BGS network
(both short-period and broad band), UKNET sites run by AWE
Blacknest (e.g. Douglas 2001), and selected stations in Ireland (see
Fig. 1). Not all stations were operational across the entire 1990–
2015 time period, nor were all events recorded at all operational
stations.

Only (presumed) earthquakes with MLBGS>2.0 were used in the
construction of MLP, as small earthquakes are often observed at
few stations with waveforms exhibiting poor signal-to-noise ratios.
Further quality control steps were undertaken to reduce the effect of
single amplitude measurements on poorly constrained parameters:
(1) stations which observed less than three measurements across the
data set were discarded, (2) events which had less than three arrivals
across the network were removed and (3) analysis was restricted
to signals with source-to-receiver path lengths less than 990 km.
This process resulted in a data set that contained 8902 observations
from 630 events across 181 stations (for the 1.5–30 Hz frequency
band studied in this paper, see Section 3.1). No known explosions
or quarry blasts were included in this data set.

To study the effect of source characteristics, MLBGS and MLP

magnitudes were also calculated for a BGS data set of explosively
generated signal waveforms. Due to the small number and size of ex-
plosive events that are seismically recorded across the UK, events
with MLBGS ≥ 0.6 from the period 1989–2014 were investigated.
This allowed a data set of 239 events to be constructed contain-
ing four classes of explosions (Table 1). Quarry blasts within the
data set were split into two groups to highlight events occurring
at Glensanda Quarry, Scotland (56.588◦N, 5.564◦W), for which
explosive charge weights are reported by Booth (2009). A conse-
quence of having to use such small events (MLBGS ≥ 0.6), is that the
robustness of any magnitude estimate needs to be considered dur-
ing interpretation. P-wave amplitude estimates could not be made
for events that occurred earlier than 1989; waveforms were not
available.

3 M E T H O D O L O G Y

3.1 Automatic P-wave amplitude picks

To generate a UK MLP magnitude scale an algorithm was developed
to automatically measure vertical component P-wave half peak-to-
peak displacement amplitudes. All input data traces were trans-
formed to displacement through deconvolution of the instrument
response. A variety of frequency passbands were tested during an
initial analysis, as it may have been advantageous to use passbands
utilized by other magnitude scales for comparative purposes. How-
ever, amplitudes measured for smaller events (MLBGS< 3) were
contaminated by low-frequency noise (i.e. < 1 Hz). Therefore, all
analysis in this paper is conducted in a passband of 1.5–30 Hz.

The measurement algorithm identifies half peak-to-peak dis-
placement amplitudes within a pre-defined window around an an-
alyst P-wave pick. To identify the most suitable window, a num-
ber of possible choices (test windows) were tested on a subset of
29 events from the data set. These test windows included: con-
stant duration windows, windows whose duration depended upon
source-to-receiver distance and windows that were time-localized in
an attempt to capture either Pg or Pn energy depending on distance
from the source. For each test window, P waves were automati-
cally measured on the vertical component seismograms using the
following steps (see Fig. 2):

(i) The absolute maximum displacement amplitude (A1) in the win-
dow was identified.
(ii) A truncated window was isolated between the time of A1 up to
the time at which zero displacement is crossed for the second time.
(iii) The largest amplitude, Aafter, with the opposite sign to the ab-
solute maximum was found in this truncated window.
(iv) Steps 2 and 3 were repeated within a truncated window for times
before the absolute amplitude maximum, providing an amplitude
value Abefore.
(v) The largest of the two amplitudes, Aafter and Abefore, was taken
as the second extreme value, A2.
(vi) The half peak-to-peak amplitude was calculated as (|A1| +
|A2|)/2.

The window used to measure amplitudes for the MLP calcula-
tions was chosen to be the test window which resulted in the smallest
variance for the amplitude residual population, where the residual
was defined as |measured − predicted amplitude|. The amplitude
predictions were made using a seismic amplitude model for which
the parameters were estimated via a least-squares inversion con-
strained by the measured amplitudes. The seismic amplitude model
has the form (e.g. Carpenter et al. 1967; Booth 2007),

log10 A = b + s + r , (1)

where A is the seismic amplitude, b is a source size effect, s is a
station effect and r is a distance effect. The chosen window starts
0.2 s prior to the analyst pick and has a duration in seconds equal
to 0.09 multiplied by the source-to-receiver range in kilometres.
The chosen window exhibited summed squared residuals (χ 2) be-
tween the observed and predicted amplitudes which were at least
35 per cent smaller than those calculated for the other test windows.

The combination of the P-wave analyst pick and choice of win-
dow are approximately equivalent to a constant group velocity win-
dow for the epicentral distance ranges in which either Pg or Pn is
expected to be the first arrival. If the P-wave pick is equivalent to a
group velocity of 6.0 km s−1 (appropriate for UK Pg arrivals, e.g.
Bamford et al. 1978), the end of the window will occur at a time
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Figure 1. The earthquakes (blue stars), explosions (yellow symbols) and stations (red triangles) used within this study. Note that not all stations were operational
across the entire 1990–2015 time period considered, nor were all events recorded at all operational stations.

Table 1. The explosion database.

Class Number of events MLBGS range

Quarry Blasts (non Glensanda quarry) 190 [0.9,2.7]
Glensanda quarry blasts 13 [1.5,1.7]
At sea 33 [1.0,3.4]
On land (non-quarry) 3 [0.6,2.3]

Figure 2. A cartoon illustrating the automatic amplitude measurement tech-
nique, using data from the MLBGS 4.3 2007-Apr-28 Folkestone Earthquake,
recorded at station WOL at a distance of 157 km. The maximum absolute
amplitude (A1) is found in the signal window, and then a truncated window
either side of this pick is constructed (denoted by region between the two
red dots) in order to identify the larger of the two amplitudes, Abefore and
Aafter.

equivalent to a group velocity of 3.9 km s−1 (faster than anticipated
Sg arrivals). Likewise, if the P-wave pick is equivalent to a group
velocity of 8.0 km s−1 (appropriate for UK Pn arrivals) the end time

of the window is equivalent to a group velocity of 4.7 km s−1 (faster
than anticipated Sn).

It is noted that such a choice of window makes little sense at very
short epicentral ranges; the window length tends to zero as the epi-
central range decreases to zero. However, by an epicentral range of
10 km the window length is 0.9 s, allowing a robust amplitude mea-
sure to be made. Less than 0.5 per cent of observations in this study
have epicentral ranges less than 10 km. In addition, at such short
epicentral distances magnitude estimates are further complicated
by complex propagation effects (e.g. Butcher et al. 2017; Luckett
et al. 2019) and should be interpreted with caution.

The consequence of using the chosen window is that the MLP

magnitude scale is based upon a mixture of Pg and Pn arrival
amplitudes. At the shorter source-to-receiver ranges (≤ 400 km)
that will dominate the MLP estimates the scale will be predomi-
nantly based upon measurements of the Pg phase amplitudes, rather
than the Pn measurements that are more commonly used to cal-
culate mb (Pn) magnitudes (e.g. Vergino & Mensing 1990). How-
ever, we note that there is precedent for using Pg; Nuttli (1980)
used Pg phases successfully in a study of earthquake magnitudes in
Iran.

The automatically measured P-wave amplitudes compared
favourably to analyst made measurements in the 1.5–30 Hz pass-
band, where distortion due to high amplitude microseismal noise is
minimized.
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3.2 Magnitude scale estimation

A model for seismic amplitudes of the form in eq. (1) is assumed.
No correction is made to the amplitudes for the dominant period
of measurement; the scatter in magnitude calculations for other
P-wave-based regional magnitude scales was reduced by using am-
plitude rather than the ratio of amplitude and period (e.g. Denny
et al. 1987).

Given a series of events that generate signals across a sensor
network, the resulting amplitude measurements (aijk = log10Aijk)
can be described by the series of equations,

ai jk = bi + s j + rk + c + εi jk , (2)

where the subscripts refer to the i th source, the j th station and the
kth distance bin, respectively. The distance effect, r, is assumed to be
constant over short distance intervals, such that each measurement
can be assigned to a particular distance bin (30 km wide bins are
used in this analysis). Because the equations of condition for this
problem are linearly dependent, a constraint must be added in order
to make the problem tractable; here, the average effects are forced
to equal zero, that is,∑

i

bi =
∑

j

s j =
∑

k

rk = 0 , (3)

requiring that the constant c is added to eq. (2). In addition, an error
term, εijk, is included to reflect the fact that the measurements of
amplitude will include some error and the model may not capture
all the physical effects.

In order to estimate the parameters bi, sj, rk and c, eq. (2) is
solved using least-squares methods (see e.g. Douglas 2013, chapter
2). In the case presented here, with n amplitude observations and
p unknowns, the equations of condition can be described by,

Xβ + ε = y , (4)

where y is a n × 1 observations vector, X is an n × p coefficient
matrix and β is a p × 1 vector of unknowns. The p normal equations
can then be written as,

XT Xβ̂ = XT y , (5)

where T indicates the matrix transpose, and ˆ indicates an esti-
mate. Note that the constraints (eq. 3) are added via the method
of Lagrangian multipliers (see appendix B of Douglas 2013). The
solution of eq. (5) can be written as,

β̂ = G−1XT y , (6)

where G−1 is the inverse of XT X .
To calculate the confidence limits for the parameter estimates we

follow the procedure summarized of Douglas (2013, p. 60). The
variance of the error in the observations, σ 2, is not known a priori
and is therefore estimated from the residuals between predictions
and observations,

σ̂ 2 =
(

y − Xβ̂
)T (

y − Xβ̂
)

/ (n − p) . (7)

As σ̂ 2 is only an estimate of σ 2 it will be in error. Therefore, the
95 per cent confidence limits on β̂ are calculated as ±t95,n−p σ̂

√
s j j ,

where t95,n−p is Student’s t at the 95 per cent probability level for n
− p degrees of freedom, and sjj is the jth diagonal element of G−1.

Finally, we wish to compute a seismic magnitude value given our
estimates of the source size, distance and station effects. The local
magnitude scale, ML (Richter 1935), can be described as,

ML = log10 A − log10 A0 , (8)

where −log10A0 is a correction for the effect of distance, often
termed B(�). Following the notation of Booth (2007) we add a
station term, S, to allow for possible local station effects, such
that

ML = log10 A + B (�) + S . (9)

Re-arranging gives,

log10 A = ML − B (�) − S , (10)

which shows that log10A can be expressed as a sum of effects of
source size (ML), distance (B(�)) and recording site (S), as was
assumed for the seismic amplitude model in eq. (2).

For the distance correction we add a constant term, D, such
that the magnitudes, ML, calculated using the revised decay curve
agree on average with magnitudes computed on another specified
magnitude scale, such that,

B (�) = −rk + D . (11)

The station correction, S, equals −sj, such that eq. (9) can be refor-
mulated as,

ML = log10 A − rk + D − s j . (12)

Using eq. (2) this can be simplified to,

ML = bi + c + D . (13)

Here, the value of D is chosen to ensure that ML computed using
P, that is, MLP, is on average the same as that calculated by the
MLBGS scale, derived from measurements of maximum horizontal
component phase amplitudes (that are predominantly associated
with Lg phases, Ottemöller & Sargeant 2013). Therefore, equating
the mean magnitude values across both scales leads to,

1

N

N∑
i=1

MLBGS
i = 1

N

N∑
i=1

MLP
i , (14)

= 1

N

N∑
i=1

(bi + c + D) , (15)

=
(

1

N

N∑
i=1

bi

)
+ c + D , (16)

such that by simple re-arrangement D can be calculated using (1)
the estimates of source size from the P-wave measurements, bi,
(2) the constant c added to make the problem tractable and (3) the
MLBGS magnitude estimates.

4 R E S U LT S

Using P-wave amplitudes measured from the BGS earthquake
database (Section 2), the source size, distance and station effects for
a P-wave amplitude model (eq. 2) were estimated via least-squares
inversion (eq. 6). These effects were subsequently converted into
corrections for a P-wave magnitude scale, MLP (eq. 9).

4.1 Source size, distance and station effects

Summaries of the three effects, and their variations, are shown in
Fig. 3. Variations in source size effects estimated from P-wave am-
plitudes are, as expected, related to variations in MLBGS (Fig. 3b),
that is, larger earthquakes produce higher amplitude P and Lg

phases.
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Figure 3. The separated magnitude effects: (a) distance effects showing reduction with source-to-receiver range (error bars represent the 95 per cent con-
fidence limits), (b) source size effects showing increase with seismic event size (as measured by MLBGS) and (c) the geographical variation of station
effects.

Geometric spreading and inelastic attenuation of P-wave phases
result in a decreasing distance effect, rk, with increasing source-to-
receiver range (Fig. 3a). This translates into a distance correction,
B(�), that increases with range (Table 2 and Fig. 4). Note that to
ensure that MLP and MLBGS results are, on average, consistent,
B(�) = −rk+1.92; that is, D=1.92 in eq. (11).

Many previous authors have assumed functional forms for the
amplitude decay with distance that can be related to simple mod-
els of geometric spreading and attenuation (e.g. Bakun & Joyner
1984). Indeed, the MLBGS scale (Ottemöller & Sargeant 2013)
assumes a signal amplitude decrease with distance from the epi-
centre of the form A = e−γ R/Rn, where R is the epicentral dis-
tance (in km), n is a geometrical spreading coefficient and γ is
related to the anelastic attenuation coefficient, Q, by γ = π f/Qv.
f and v are wave frequency and velocity, respectively. Such an as-
sumption leads to a distance correction of the form nlog10R +
KR where K = γ /ln 10. Fitting such a function to our B(�) esti-
mates for ranges between 30 and 750 km results in the relationship
(Fig. 4),

B (�) = 0.86 log10 R + 0.0014R − 0.95 , (17)

such that at these ranges MLP can be approximated as

MLP = log10 A + 0.86 log10 R + 0.0014R − 0.95 + S . (18)

The minimum range of 30 km is a conservative choice, reflecting
the fact that the B(�) value for the 0–30 km range bin contains
very short epicentral distances for which local magnitude estimates
have been shown to become less reliable (e.g. Butcher et al. 2017;
Luckett et al. 2019). Indeed, station magnitude residuals, defined
as single station magnitude − averaged event magnitude, increase

at epicentral distances of < 10 km with the standard deviation
of MLP magnitude residuals at this range (0.41 m.u.) being ap-
proximately 45 per cent larger than standard deviations calculated
for 10 km wide bins at epicentral distances of between 10 and
100 km (∼ 0.28 m.u.). It is noted for completeness that this short
epicentral distance increase in magnitude residual for MLP is signif-
icantly less than that for MLBGS, for which the magnitude residual
standard deviation is 0.91 m.u. for epicentral distances < 10 km
compared to ∼ 0.27 m.u. for 10 km wide bins between 10 and
100 km.

Other authors have fit functions of the form alog10R + b to
restricted distance ranges where a logarithmic relationship be-
tween epicentral distance and amplitude decay holds (e.g. Nuttli
1980; Assumpção 1983). For comparison, fitting such a function
to our B(�) estimates for epicentral distances, R, between 100
and 750 km allows MLP to be approximated at these distances
as,

MLP = log10 A + 1.84 log10 R − 2.91 + S. (19)

The station effects (Fig. 3c) exhibit values distributed around
zero with a standard deviation of 0.21 m.u. (Fig. 5b), comparable in
amplitude to the error terms, εijk (standard deviation of 0.25 m.u.,
Fig. 5a). Nevertheless, the station effects display a clear geographi-
cal variation: positive station effects, indicating higher than average
P-wave amplitudes, are located predominantly to the south-east of
the UK, while negative station effects, indicating lower than average
P-wave amplitudes are located predominantly to the north-west of
the UK (Fig. 3c). Although the number of observations per station
ranges between 3 and 267, the geographical pattern is observed
to be robust even at stations with few observations. Furthermore,
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Table 2. Distance corrections, B(�), used in the formulation of MLP (eq. 9) and the associated
95 per cent confidence intervals.

Distance B(�) 95 per cent C.I. Distance B(�) 95 per cent C.I.
(km) (m.u.) (m.u.) (km) (m.u.) (m.u.)

0–30 0.23 0.18,0.29 510–540 2.16 2.07,2.24
30–60 0.59 0.54,0.64 540–570 2.18 2.08,2.29
60–90 0.80 0.75,0.86 570–600 2.24 2.14,2.33
90–120 0.87 0.82,0.92 600–630 2.21 2.08,2.34
120–150 1.02 0.97,1.07 630–660 2.27 2.14,2.39
150–180 1.15 1.10,1.20 660–690 2.42 2.28,2.55
180–210 1.31 1.26,1.36 690–720 2.41 2.26,2.56
210–240 1.42 1.37,1.48 720–750 2.38 2.19,2.57
240–270 1.50 1.44,1.55 750–780 2.45 2.25,2.65
270–300 1.59 1.53,1.65 780–810 2.51 2.30,2.72
300–330 1.67 1.61,1.73 810–840 2.59 2.38,2.81
330–360 1.71 1.65,1.77 840–870 2.87 2.36,3.38
360–390 1.77 1.71,1.83 870–900 2.81 2.51,3.11
390–420 1.93 1.87,2.00 900–930 2.81 2.51,3.10
420–450 1.94 1.87,2.02 930–960 2.81 2.45,3.18
450–480 2.03 1.96,2.11 960–990 2.65 2.15,3.16
480–510 2.07 1.99,2.15

Figure 4. The distance corrections, B(�), as a function of distance, R, for both MLP and MLBGS relationships. In addition, the distance correction function
0.95log10R+0.000183R−1.76 of Ottemöller & Sargeant (2013) is shown. Similar functional relationships have been fit to the MLP B(�) coefficients, and are
described in the text.

Figure 5. The distribution of (a) error terms (observed amplitudes − predicted amplitudes) and (b) station effects, sj resulting from the MLPdetermination
calculation. The error axis in panel (a) has been truncated; a small number (∼0.23 per cent) of observations have |εi jk | > 1.2 s.

some geographically anomalous station effects cannot be explained
by a low number of observations (leading to large uncertainties
in the estimate), and appear to be station-specific effects. For ex-
ample, the large negative station effect (−0.65) at station AEU

in East Anglia (52.6202N, 1.2347E) is constrained by 44 obser-
vations. Station corrections, (S = −sj), for currently operational
stations, and their 95 per cent confidence bounds, are provided in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Selected station corrections, S, used in the formulation of MLP (eq. 9) and the
associated 95 per cent confidence intervals. Only stations currently in the BGS broad-band
network or the AWE Blacknest UKNET are listed.

Station S 95 per cent C.I. Station S 95 per cent C.I.
(m.u.) (m.u.) (m.u.) (m.u.)

BIGH 0.20 0.07,0.32 KPL 0.08 0.03,0.13
CCA1 0.04 − 0.04,0.12 LAWE 0.15 0.03,0.28
CLGH 0.20 0.09,0.31 LBWR − 0.15 − 0.24,-0.06
CWF 0.10 0.06,0.14 LEWI 0.41 0.17,0.66
DRUM 0.03 − 0.06,0.12 LMK − 0.27 − 0.33,-0.21
DYA 0.07 0.01,0.13 LRW 0.15 − 0.03,0.33
EDI 0.05 0.00,0.10 MCH1 0.03 0.00,0.07
EDMD − 0.07 − 0.16,0.02 MONM − 0.11 − 0.20,-0.03
ELSH − 0.25 − 0.37,-0.14 NEWG 0.26 0.13,0.39
ESK 0.11 0.06,0.15 OLDB − 0.22 − 0.31,-0.12
FOEL 0.07 0.00,0.14 PGB1 0.00 − 0.05,0.05
GAL1 0.29 0.24,0.34 RSBS 0.50 0.38,0.63
GDLE − 0.15 − 0.27,-0.03 STNL − 0.19 − 0.27,-0.11
HLM1 0.16 0.12,0.20 STRD − 0.27 − 0.35,-0.20
HMNX − 0.29 -0.43,-0.14 SWN1 − 0.33 − 0.38,-0.27
HPK − 0.17 − 0.21,-0.13 WACR − 0.11 − 0.21,-0.01
HTL − 0.03 − 0.08,0.02 WLF1 0.06 0.00,0.11
INVG 0.35 0.23,0.46 LLW 0.45 0.32,0.58
IOMK − 0.10 − 0.20,0.00 LPW 0.09 − 0.02,0.20
JSA − 0.06 − 0.14,0.02 SBD 0.07 0.02,0.11
KESW 0.09 0.02,0.16 WOL − 0.05 − 0.15,0.05

4.2 Comparing MLP and MLBGS

A comparison of MLBGS and MLP estimates illustrates that at lower
magnitudes (MLBGS ≤ 3.1) there is an approximately 1:1 correspon-
dence between the two magnitude scales, but at higher magnitudes
the MLP values are reduced with respect to MLBGS (Fig. 6a). In the
absence of justification for a more complicated model, two orthogo-
nal distance regressions are calculated to represent the relationships
in regions of lower and higher MLBGS:

MLP = (0.94 ± 0.16) MLBGS

+ (0.15 ± 0.40) , 2.0 ≤ MLBGS ≤ 3.1 , (20)

MLP = (0.73 ± 0.13) MLBGS

+ (0.78 ± 0.51) , 3.1 < MLBGS ≤ 4.4 , (21)

where the quoted regression coefficient uncertainties are ±1 stan-
dard deviation (±1s.d.). The uncertainties in MLP are estimated as
the standard distribution of the MLP distribution at each MLBGS

value (Fig. 6a), while the uncertainties in MLBGS were fixed at
0.1. The split between the two magnitude regions is chosen as
MLBGS = 3.1 because this is the magnitude above which the me-
dian ± 1 s.d. distributions of MLP estimates do not always encom-
pass the 1:1 correspondence line between the MLBGS and MLP scales
(Fig. 6). Within uncertainties (both slope and intercept) the lower
magnitude relationship cannot be distinguished from a 1:1 corre-
spondence, while for the higher magnitude events the relationships
are different (at the 1 s.d. level).

4.3 MLP and MLBGS for explosive events

MLP and MLBGS were calculated and compared for earthquake
and explosion data sets (see Section 2). The median MLP − MLBGS

value equals 0.0 for the earthquake population; this is expected as
the MLP scale was generated using earthquake data and is tied to
the MLBGS scale by definition (eqs 13–16).

For events with an explosive component the median
MLP−MLBGS values are positive, although the variation around
these median values is large (Fig. 7 and Table 4) such that the
earthquake and explosion populations are not clearly separated.
Explosions at sea exhibit a larger population separation, with
MLP−MLBGS=0.50 m.u. compared to a value of 0.21 m.u. for
quarry explosions.

As there are only three on-land single-fired explosions within our
database a distribution of MLP−MLBGS values cannot be readily
calculated, but it is observed that these events exhibit values of
MLP−MLBGS > 0.3 (Fig. 8).

4.4 Across network scatter in magnitude estimates

Magnitude residuals (single station magnitude − averaged event
magnitude) provide a measure of the magnitude scale consistency
across the measurement network. For the earthquake and explosion
populations studied in this paper (Section 2), magnitude residuals
were calculated for both the MLP and MLBGS scales (Fig. 9). The
MLP estimates incorporate the calculated station corrections (Ta-
ble 3), while the operational MLBGS estimates do not include such
terms. This difference explains the reduced standard deviation of
the MLP residual population (0.248 m.u.) when compared to MLBGS

(0.259 m.u.) for the earthquake population (Table 5). Ottemöller &
Sargeant (2013) showed for a data set of 1482 observations that
incorporating station terms into MLBGS estimates reduced the mag-
nitude residual standard deviation from 0.273 m.u. (comparable to
the value found in our study) to 0.228 m.u.

For the explosion populations, the MLP and MLBGS magnitude
residual standard deviations are similar (values within 0.01 m.u.
of one another, Table 5), despite the MLBGS estimates not incor-
porating station corrections. This is primarily due to a significant
positive tail in the MLP residual population for explosions (Fig. 9b)
that increases the MLP residual standard deviation. This positive
tail corresponds to particular source to receiver paths that result
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Figure 6. A comparison of the MLBGS magnitudes with the MLP magnitudes calculated in this study. Panel (a) provides a box and whisker plot of the calculated
MLP values in 0.1 m.u. wide bins of MLBGS values. The lower and upper extent of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distribution, with the
distribution limits shown by the whiskers; regions with only one data point are indicated by crosses. Panel (b) shows the same data, with median values as
circles and ±1σ given as bars (single point distributions are given arbitrary 1σ = 0.5 m.u.) The regression lines detailed in eqs (20) and (21) are given by the
solid and dashed red lines, respectively. The grey dashed line in both plots indicates the 1:1 correspondence line.

Figure 7. Histograms of the difference between MLP and MLBGS for all events within three categories: (a) the earthquakes from which the MLP scale was
constructed, (b) all quarry explosions (including those from the Glensanda quarry) and (c) all explosions at sea. The median difference between MLP and
MLBGS values are provided on the plot; the value is zero for the earthquake population as this was one constraint placed on the generation of the MLP scale.

Table 4. Median (�̃M) and standard deviation (σ�M) values for distribu-
tions of �M = MLP−MLBGS for different event populations (in magnitude
units).

Data set �̃M σ�M

Earthquakes 0.00 0.19
Quarry explosions 0.21 0.21
Explosions at sea 0.50 0.27

in higher than average seismic amplitudes. For example, the set of
significantly positive residuals between 310 and 360 km all corre-
spond to paths between mining explosions near Buxton, Derbyshire
and station SBD, Cornwall (at an azimuth of 214◦). For the 15
explosive events for which P waves were recorded at SBD, five
were in the Buxton area: these have a mean magnitude residual of
1.1 m.u. In contrast, the other 10 events, located across the southern
UK and surrounding seas, exhibit a mean magnitude residual of
0.2 m.u.

5 D I S C U S S I O N

The distance corrections determined for the MLP scale provide in-
sight into P-wave amplitude decay (consisting of both geometrical
spreading and attenuation effects) across the UK (eqs 17 and 19).

Comparison of these results with P-wave studies in other tectonic
regions is made difficult due to the low number of comparable
studies, and the variety of frequency passbands used to calculate
P-wave magnitudes. Acknowledging these difficulties, our results
tentatively suggest that P-wave amplitude decay across the UK is
low compared to other regions. The UK distance decay parameter
of 1.8 (eq. 19) is smaller than values identified in tectonically stable
regions such as France (Pn:2.0, Pg:2.3 for a passband centred on
5 Hz, Nicolas et al. 1982) and Brazil (P:2.3 for a 1–10 Hz pass-
band, Assumpção 1983) and significantly smaller than that found in
tectonically active Iran (Pg:3.6 at 1 Hz, Nuttli 1980).

Furthermore, Nuttli (1980) showed that for local and near-
regional propagation across Iran the rate of amplitude decay of Pg

and Lg phases could be considered to be identical. This is not the case
for the UK (Fig. 4) where P-wave amplitude decay is significantly
lower than for the Lg waves that dominate MLBGS measurements.
This is consistent with previous studies that have found higher shear
wave (Lg) attenuation across Britain when compared to other stable
tectonic areas (Sargeant & Ottemöller 2009; Ottemöller & Sargeant
2013).

The geographical differences in station terms (Fig. 3c) are con-
sistent with the regional-scale geological variations across the UK:
younger, weaker crustal sedimentary sequences in the south and east
result in larger seismic amplitudes than the predominantly older,
stronger igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary sequences in the
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Figure 8. A comparison of MLBGS and MLP values for the explosion
databases (coloured circles) and the earthquakes from which the MLP re-
lationship was calibrated (grey circles). The three explosions on land are
annotated with their charge weight (TNT-equivalent) and emplacement con-
dition (DoB = Depth of Burial). The Buncefield vapour cloud explosion
does not have a known TNT-equivalent yield. The dashed line represents
the MLBGS:MLP relationship identified in Fig. 6. Only earthquakes with
MLBGS ≥ 2.0 were used in the calculation of the MLP scale (due to signal-
to-noise ratio considerations); the dotted line represents an extrapolation of
the MLBGS:MLP relationship to lower magnitudes.

north and west which result in smaller seismic amplitudes. This
is in general agreement with previous studies using S-wave ampli-
tudes (Edwards et al. 2008; Ottemöller & Sargeant 2013). How-
ever, some differences exist; for example, our results exhibit signal
deamplification in North-West Wales, while Edwards et al. (2008)
show amplification. In addition, the stations on the Orkney Islands
(North-East Scotland) exhibit small amounts of P-wave amplifica-
tion while exhibiting S-wave deamplification (Edwards et al. 2008).
Although a detailed investigation is outside the scope of this study,
this indicates that differences in P- and S-wave attenuation may vary
between localized regions of the UK, and that station-specific high-
frequency amplification of P waves may be a significant effect at
some sites. Moreover, we have assumed scenario-independent site
effects. Recent work shows that site responses (and hence stations
terms) depend significantly upon the frequency content of the im-
pinging wavefield (Holt et al. 2019); scenario (earthquake size and
epicentral distance) specific station terms may help reduce variance
in magnitude estimates from across the sensor network.

For larger earthquakes (MLBGS > 3.1), MLBGS estimates are
greater than the MLP estimates (eqs 20 and 21, and Fig. 6). The
potential for MLP scale saturation was investigated as a potential
cause, due to the more restricted MLP measurement passband (gen-
erated using a four-pole high-pass Butterworth filter, with a corner
frequency of 1.5 Hz) compared to the Wood–Anderson response
used in the MLBGS calculations (similar to a two-pole high-pass
Butterworth filter, with a corner frequency of 2.0 Hz, Havskov &
Ottemoller 2010). However, employing the methodology proposed
by Deichmann (2006) to calculate ML saturation as a function of
scalar moment, modified to use P-wave moment-rate functions (e.g.

Deichmann 1997), showed that MLP and MLBGS saturate in a sim-
ilar manner. This is a result of the higher frequency content of the
P-wave arrivals counteracting the sharper filter roll-off of the MLP

passband. Both scales begin to slowly saturate at ML∼3, with a
simulated saturation effect of ∼0.5 m.u. at ML = 5.

For larger earthquakes (MLBGS � 3), it is instructive to com-
pare MLBGS and MLP estimates with moment magnitude (Mw) es-
timates that have been previously published for UK earthquakes
(e.g. Sargeant & Ottemöller 2009; Ottemöller & Sargeant 2013).
Fig. 10 compares the local magnitude estimates to Mw for 46 earth-
quakes, comprising the overlap between the data set used in this
study and that of Sargeant & Ottemöller (2009) with the addition
of the 2008 Market Rasen Earthquake Mw estimate (Ottemöller &
Sargeant 2013). The MLBGS to Mw relationship from this subset of
events is consistent with those made in previous studies (Edwards
et al. 2008; Sargeant & Ottemöller 2009; Ottemöller & Sargeant
2013). Orthogonal regressions, with equal errors of 0.1 m.u. given
to all magnitude estimates, give,

MW = (0.77 ± 0.05) MLBGS

+ (0.78 ± 0.15) , 2.7 ≤ MLBGS ≤ 5.2, (22)

MW = (0.93 ± 0.05) MLP

− (0.01 ± 0.15) , 2.4 ≤ MLP ≤ 4.8 (23)

where the quoted regression coefficient uncertainties are ±1 stan-
dard deviation.

Previous studies (e.g., Edwards et al. 2008; Ottemöller &
Sargeant 2013) have noted that the gradient of the MLBGS to Mw

relationship is consistently less than the value of one predicted by
theory (Deichmann 2006), with the studies indicating that this is
likely to be due to to a combination of failing to correctly account
for both source properties and S-wave attenuation across the UK. If
the MLBGS scale assumes too high an S-wave attenuation, the result
is to predict significantly more along-path signal loss than actually
occurred, such that the source magnitude must be overestimated to
compensate (Edwards et al. 2008). In contrast, the gradient of the
MLP to Mw relationship is closer to one (eq. 23). If the attenuation
terms for MLP more accurately reflect the P-wave attenuation struc-
ture, this could account for the better correspondence with Mw when
compared to MLBGS. In addition, because the P-wave attenuation
is significantly less than the S-wave attenuation (e.g. Fig. 4), MLP

estimates are likely to be less affected by biases caused by larger
events having, on average, longer recording distances (and hence
the larger magnitude events being affected more by differences be-
tween true and estimated attenuation parameters). This difference
could help explain the divergence of the MLP and MLBGS scales
at MLBGS > 3.1. The MLBGS estimates are increased compared to
MLP because distance-dependent overestimation of S-wave attenu-
ation effects are increasing MLBGS with respect to the earthquake
source parameters (as parametrized by Mw), while MLP contin-
ues to more accurately reflect these values. However, this remains
conjecture; to further investigate these effects an accurate P-wave
attenuation model for the UK would need to be constructed, and
this is outside the scope of this study.

At lower magnitudes (MLBGS�3.1), the MLBGS and MLP esti-
mates exhibit an almost 1:1 relationship (eq. 20 and Fig. 6). There
is not a database of Mw estimates for UK events at these smaller
sizes, but it has been shown that for smaller earthquakes ML es-
timates tend to be less than Mw (e.g. Dost et al. 2018) as a result
of the high frequencies associated with these small events being
rapidly attenuated. As explained by Deichmann (2017) this leads
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Figure 9. The distribution of magnitude residuals (station magnitude − event magnitude) for (a) the earthquake population and (b) the combined explosion
population. Details of variances of the MLBGS and MLP residual populations are given in Table 5. Variations of the residual populations with range are given
in panels (c) and (d) for the earthquakes (Eq.), and in panels (e) and (f) for all explosions (All Exp.). In these panels dashed horizontal lines are included at
±0.5 m.u. for guidance only; they do not represent any physical limit.

Table 5. The standard deviations of the magnitude residual (station magni-
tude − event magnitude) populations (in magnitude units). The MLP values
always include a station correction, the operational MLBGS values do not.

Data set MLBGS MLP

Earthquakes 0.259 0.248
All explosions 0.243 0.254
Quarry explosions 0.245 0.255
Explosions at sea 0.254 0.248

to the signals of small earthquakes being essentially the impulse
response of the propagation medium scaled by the scalar moment.
One hypothesis that may be useful to test in future studies is whether
for small magnitude events both MLBGS and MLP scale with scalar
moment, leading to the 1:1 correspondence between the scales for
MLBGS � 3.1.

A comparison of MLP and MLBGS values indicates that differ-
ences in P- and S-wave generation for earthquake and explosive
source populations can be identified in MLP:MLBGS ratios (e.g.
Figs 7 and 8). However, due to the significant variance for individ-
ual event magnitudes, the power of network averaged magnitudes
to discriminate between source types is low. This is to be expected;
successful discrimination methods have required single station cali-
brations for magnitude and distance effects (Walter & Taylor 2001).
A potential complication is that MLBGS is not, by definition, an S-
wave measure. In most cases it is, as Lg exhibits the largest amplitude
arrival, but this is not always true (especially for explosive sources,
e.g. Ottemöller and Evers 2008). In addition, the measurements
that underpin MLP and MLBGS calculations contain significant en-
ergy below 3 Hz; optimal P:S discriminants often take advantage
of differences in compressional and shear wavefield components

Figure 10. The relationship between the two local magnitude scales, MLP

and MLBGS, and the Mw values calculated by Sargeant & Ottemöller
(2009) and Ottemöller & Sargeant (2013) for 46 UK earthquakes with
MLBGS > 2.7. Solid red and black lines are resulting orthogonal regression
fits to the MLP and MLBGS data (equal errors of 0.1 m.u. are assigned to all
data points in both dimensions).

at higher frequencies (Walter et al. 2007). A quantitative under-
standing of how much discrimination power exists in MLP:MLBGS

ratios (or differences) would require further work to understand the
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partitioning of errors inherent in the magnitude calculation process
into model inadequacy and station noise terms, and whether any
correlations exist between these errors (e.g. Anderson et al. 2009).

Results suggest that MLP−MLBGS is reduced at higher magni-
tudes for underwater explosions (Fig. 7). Given the lack of knowl-
edge of shot depth and water depth we are unable to assess whether
this variation with magnitude is the result of variations in explosive
emplacement conditions. However, studies of controlled underwa-
ter explosion series show little evidence for significant differences
in shear wave energy generation with water depth (Willis 1963).

Interpreting the discrimination results is also complicated by the
possible issue of data censoring. Due to the paucity of large events
across the UK, the explosion data set has significant numbers of
small events (MLP≤ 2, Fig. 8). For the smaller events (i.e. lowest
MLBGS) P waves are more likely to be identified if they generate
higher than average amplitudes, biasing the MLP population to
higher magnitudes. Quantitatively assessing such an effect is outside
the scope of this study, but may be possible using a maximum-
likelihood estimate for MLP.

The MLP magnitude scale developed in this study provides a
measure of event size based upon the amplitude of a consistent
seismic phase (P). This is in contrast with standard local magni-
tude calculations (e.g. MLBGS) which may incorporate a mixture of
phases. Combined with the observation that MLP is sensitive to the
enhanced generation of P waves from explosions, it might therefore
be expected that MLP would be better suited to providing a relative
size estimate for explosive sources. However, the magnitude resid-
uals (Section 4.4) do not support this; the MLP estimates at individ-
ual stations do not show less variance than MLBGS estimates. The
major factor appears to be the higher sensitivity of P-wave ampli-
tudes, compared to Lg amplitudes, to the specific source-to-receiver
path. This suggests that the assumption of a 1-D distance correc-
tion is less applicable for the MLP magnitude scale when compared
to MLBGS.

As with other local magnitude scales, there is no clear corre-
spondence between MLP and a measure of explosive source size.
Despite this, a consistent magnitude scale may be related to source
characteristics (e.g. an explosive charge weight) via an empirical re-
lationship if well-characterized events are used as calibration points
(e.g. Khalturin et al. 1998). Currently, there has been little success
in doing so for the UK, primarily due to the small number of well
understood explosive sources (e.g. Booth 2009).

One advantage of network averaged measures, of which the MLP

and MLBGS scales are examples, is that they can be applied to small
events that are only recorded on a subset of stations in the UK.
A disadvantage is that the averaged 1-D distance corrections for
MLP (plus station corrections) do not explain a significant amount
of the measured amplitude variability, as seen by the variance in
the results and the amplitudes of the error term (Fig. 5). Improve-
ments to source size estimation could be made by either constructing
azimuthal- and distance-dependent station corrections (e.g. Walter
& Taylor 2001), or by using a method that estimates the source mo-
ment (e.g. coda-derived moment magnitudes, Mayeda et al. 2003);
for both methods the calibration of individual stations within the
network would take significant effort.

6 C O N C LU D I N G R E M A R K S

A local magnitude scale for the UK, MLP, has been developed that
allows event sizes to be consistently estimated based upon P-wave

amplitude measurements. This is particularly useful for small near-
surface explosions for which P-wave arrivals dominate the seismic
recordings. However, analysis of magnitude residuals for events
with both MLP and MLBGS estimates suggest that the P-wave mag-
nitude scale does not exhibit reduced variance compared to standard
Lg-amplitude measures (MLBGS). This is primarily due to larger
variance in along-path P-wave amplitude decay. Despite this, MLP

can be considered a useful measure for characterizing small seis-
mic events within the UK, especially as it provides some discrimi-
nation power between earthquakes and explosion sources. Further-
more, observations suggest that for larger earthquakes (MLBGS � 3),
P-wave amplitude measurements across the UK (i.e. MLP) may
better reflect the source scalar moment (Mw) than S-wave ampli-
tude measures (i.e. MLBGS), although further investigation of UK
P-wave attenuation structure is required to provide confidence in
this hypothesis.
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